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COMMUNICATIONS

A scaling principle for the dynamics of density fluctuations
in atomic liquids

Thomas Young and Hans C. Andersen
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 5 April 2002; accepted 23 December 2002!

On the basis of the fully renormalized kinetic theory of equilibrium classical atomic fluids, we
conjecture that different fluids with very different interatomic potentials might have very similar
dynamical density fluctuations if they have similar static pair correlation functions. Molecular
dynamics simulations are presented that provide support for this conjecture. This suggests that in
order to understand how the interatomic potential of a liquid determines its dynamical properties, it
is worthwhile focussing separately on the two questions of how the potential affects the pair
correlation function and how the pair correlation function affects the dynamics. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1553757#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much research on the dynamics of liquids, especia
molecular dynamics simulation studies, is concerned w
understanding the relationship between the interatomic
tential and the dynamic correlation functions and transp
properties of liquids. Accordingly, molecular dynamics co
puter simulations have been performed with a variety of d
ferent types of potentials.1–4 On the other hand, several fo
mal kinetic theories5–9 have expressed the dynamics of
fluid in terms of the static correlation functions of the flu
with no direct reference to the interatomic potential. In ad
tion, Dzugutov10 ~see also Hoytet al.11! has presented a
empirical scaling principle that allows the self diffusion c
efficient of an atomic liquid to be estimated accurately fro
the density and pair correlation function of the liquid witho
a knowledge of the potential.12

The fact that a formally exact kinetic theory can be e
pressed in terms of the static correlation functions sugg
the possibility that different liquids that have similar sta
correlation functions might have similar dynamical prop
ties, even if their potentials are quite different. It also su
gests that in order to understand the effect of the potentia
the dynamics, it might be better to consider the followi
two questions separately:~1! How does the potential affec
the static correlation functions?~2! How do the static corre-
lation functions affect the dynamics? The first question i
standard question in equilibrium statistical mechanics, ab
which much is known. The second question can be addre
using renormalized kinetic theory without consideration
the potential.

In this paper, we confirm that this may be a useful a
proach. We present an approximate scaling principle
postulates a relationship between the dynamics of syst
with very similar static correlations but very different pote
tials. We also present empirical support for this approxim
scaling principle.
3440021-9606/2003/118(8)/3447/4/$20.00
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II. EXACT AND APPROXIMATE SCALING
RELATIONSHIPS

We consider a one component classical atomic fluid,
garded as a set ofN interacting point particles, each of mas
m, in volumeV, to which classical mechanics and classic
statistical mechanics apply.

Let n(R)5( i 51
N d(r i2R) be the microscopic density o

particles at positionR, wherer i is the position of particlei .
The static correlation functions of interest for the system
equilibrium ensemble averages of products of this dens
namely ^n(R1)...n(Rm)&. In particular, ^n(R1)n(R2)&
5nd(R12R2)1n2g(R12R2), wheren5N/V andg is the
usual pair correlation function. Its Fourier transform is sim
ply related to the usual structure factorS(k).1 Let f (R,P,t)
5( i 51

N d(R2r i(t))d(P2pi(t)) be the microscopic den
sity at time t of particles at a point,RP, in single par-
ticle phase space. The dynamic correlation funct
^ f (R1 ,P1 ,t1) f (R2 ,P2 ,t2)& is simply related to the usual in
termediate scattering functionF(k,t) and the longitudinal
and transverse current autocorrelation functions. Other
namic correlation functions of interest are the incoherent
termediate scattering functionFs(k,t), the velocity autocor-
relation function, and the self longitudinal curre
autocorrelation function~which includes the single particle
contributions to the longitudinal current autocorrelati
function!.1

For such a fluid it is straightforward to prove the follow
ing exact scaling principle: Suppose two equilibrium atom
fluids have the same number density but possibly differ
atomic masses and different temperatures. If all the mu
point static correlation functions of the density are the sa
for both systems, then the two fluids have identical dynam
correlation functions provided they are expressed in term

scaled momentaP̃5P/(mkBT)1/2 and scaled time t̃
5(mkBT)1/2t. ~Here,kB is Boltzmann’s constant.!

The proof of this theorem makes use of the fact that
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3448 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 8, 22 February 2003 T. Young and H. C. Andersen
assumptions about the static correlation functions of the
fluids are strong enough to imply that the total potential
ergy functions of the two systems are related
U1(rN)/kBT15U2(rN)/kBT21(constant), where the sub
scripts 1 and 2 refer to the two systems.

We now make the following conjecture, which is an a
proximate scaling principle: Suppose two equilibrium atom
fluids have the same number density but possibly differ
particle masses and different temperatures. If the staticpair
correlation functions for the two systems are very simil
their dynamic correlation functions, when scaled as d
cussed in the exact scaling principle, are very similar,even
though their potentials may be very different.

The conjecture is motivated by the fact that forma
exact renormalized kinetic theories can be derived that
press the dynamics of the correlation functions entirely
terms of the static correlation functions of the density, wi
out explicit reference to the potential. In order for the co
jecture to be true, presumably both of the following sta
ments would have to be true.~1! The dynamics are not ver
sensitive to the static correlation functions.~i.e. changes in
the potential that are large will lead to only small changes
the dynamics if they cause only small changes in the st
structure.! ~2! Either the static pair correlation function is th
dominant correlation function for determining the dynami
or the fact that the static pair correlation functions of the t
systems are similar also implies that the higher correla
functions are also similar.

This is merely a conjecture, but one that can clearly
tested. We shall give examples below where it holds qu
well.

III. TESTS OF THE CONJECTURE

As part of a systematic study of dynamics in fluids, w
have performed molecular dynamics simulations of
Lennard-Jones fluid at one density for a variety of tempe
tures. For comparison, at each temperature we also
formed simulations of a system whose interatomic poten
is the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential.13

The Lennard-Jones potential is of the form

u~r !54e@~s/r !122~s/r !6#.

In the molecular dynamics calculations for the Lenna
Jones potential, the potential actually used was one that
truncated at a cutoff distance ofr 52.5s and shifted upward
to make it continuous at the cutoff.

uLJ~r !5u~r !2u~2.5s! for r<2.5s

50 for r>2.5s.

We shall refer to this as the LJ potential. We also perform
calculations using a potential that is the repulsive part of
Lennard-Jones potential.

uRLJ~r !5u~r !2u~21/6s! for r<21/6s

50 for r>21/6s.

Unlike the LJ potential, this potential is nonnegative and h
no attractive forces. It is also of much shorter range than
LJ potential. The fundamental units ares for distance,e for
Downloaded 30 Mar 2012 to 128.122.253.228. Redistribution subject to AIP
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energy, andm, the particle mass, for mass. The correspon
ing unit of time ist5(ms2/e)1/2. The temperatures quote
below are reduced temperaturesT* 5kBT/e.

In each simulation, the system containedN5500 par-
ticles in a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions. F
all simulations reported here, the reduced densityr*
5Ns3/V was 0.8500. The velocity form of the Verle
algorithm14 was used to integrate the equations of motio
with a time step of 0.008t. For each potential used and ea
temperature, the system was thoroughly equilibrated be
generating data for the calculation of time correlation fun
tions. For each temperature, density, and potential, 100
were performed, each of duration 53104t or 105t, and the
correlation functions were averaged over the runs.

At any one temperature, the two potentials lead to sim
lar pair correlation functions and structure factors.13 Closer
examination of the static correlation functions reveals that
LJ system at one temperature has a structure that is m
similar to that of an RLJ system at a significantly low
temperature. For example, see Fig. 1, which compares
static structure factorsS(k) for the LJ system atT* 51.000
and the RLJ system atT* 50.723. At all temperatures fo
both systems at this density, the oscillations inS(k) are in
phase. The major noticeable differences among the curve
the amplitude of the major peak. When an LJ system and
RLJ system have the same amplitude for the first peak,
overall behaviors of the twoS(k) curves are very similar.

By comparing the amplitudes of the first peak inS(k)
we have found four pairs of systems that have very sim
static structure. One pair is LJ atT* 51.000 and RLJ atT*
50.723, as mentioned above. The others are: LJ at 0.723
RLJ at 0.446; LJ at 1.277 and RLJ at 1.000; and LJ at 1.
and RLJ at 1.277. Within each pair, the two systems h
similar structure. Different pairs have different static stru
tures.

Figure 2 comparesFs(k,t) for a wave vector ofk
56.75s21 for the eight systems studied, when plotted vers
reduced scaled timet̃ * . @Scaled time is defined above ast̃
5(mkBT)1/2t. Reduced scaled time is the dimensionless v

FIG. 1. The static structure factorS(k) as a function ofks for the LJ system
at T* 51.000~upper solid curve! and the RLJ system atT* 50.723~upper
dashed curve!. These two curves are barely distinguishable in this figu
The lower curve with triangle data points is a plot of ten times the abso
value of the difference between the two upper curves.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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3449J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 8, 22 February 2003 Density fluctuations in atomic liquids
sion of this for the usual Lennard-Jones units:t̃ *
5(T* )1/2t* , where the reduced time ist* 5t/t.] In each
case, the pairs of states with similar structure have very s
lar time dependence ofFs(k,t). In this graph, the maximum
difference between the curves for states of similar struc
is approximately 0.02 for the three highest temperature p
and 0.03 for the lowest temperature pair. Similar results
obtained for all wave vectors.

Figure 3 gives the analogous results for theF(k,t). This
agreement with the approximate scaling principle holds
the intermediate scattering function only for larger wavev
tors.

Figure 4 compares the velocity autocorrelation functio
for one pair of corresponding states for short times.@The
function plotted corresponds to the function denotedc(t) by
Boon and Yip.1# In contrast with the results above forF and
Fs , the velocity autocorrelation functions are generally qu
different for pairs of states with similar structure. Neverth

FIG. 2. The incoherent intermediate scattering functionFs(k,t), for k

56.75/s as a function of scaled reduced timet̃ * for the eight systems
studied. The solid curves are for the LJ system at reduced temperatur
1.554 ~bottom curve!, 1.277~second from bottom!, 1.000~third from bot-
tom!, and 0.723~top!. The dashed curves are for the RLJ system at redu
temperatures of 1.277~bottom!, 1.000 ~second from bottom!, 0.723 ~third
from bottom!, 0.446 ~top curve!. Each pair of closely neighboring curve
corresponds to a pair of systems with very similar structure factors.

FIG. 3. The intermediate scattering functionF(k,t), divided by its zero

time value, as a function of scaled reduced timet̃ * for the eight systems
studied. See the caption of Fig. 2 for details.
Downloaded 30 Mar 2012 to 128.122.253.228. Redistribution subject to AIP
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less, the self diffusion coefficients, appropriately scal
which vary by a factor of two for this range of states, are
close agreement for pairs of similar states~2% difference for
the three higher temperature pairs and 6% difference for
lowest temperature pair!.

The velocity autocorrelation function is equivalent to t
self longitudinal current autocorrelation function for ze
wavevector. Figure 5 compares the self longitudinal curr
autocorrelation functions for the same pair of systems but
a nonzero value of the wave vector. At very short times (t*
,0.3, not shown in this figure! there are significant differ-
ences similar to those seen for zero wave vector, but for l
times the curves are very similar.

IV. DISCUSSION

On the basis of the data presented here and similar
to be presented later, we state the following generalizati
for this type of comparison of LJ and RLJ systems. T

of

d

FIG. 4. The velocity autocorrelation function, divided by its zero time valu

as a function of reduced scaled time for short timest̃ * <0.3 for the two

systems in Fig. 1. The curves are also noticeably different for 0.3< t̃ *
<0.9, after which both curves are zero within the statistical error.

FIG. 5. The self longitudinal current correlation function,JLS(k,t), divided
by its zero time value and multiplied by21, as a function of reduced scale

time for t̃ * >0.3 for the two systems in Fig. 1. Fort̃ * ,0.3, the curves are
different, similar to what is shown in Fig. 4 for a closely related functio
but the short time behavior has been omitted in order to provide a cle
demonstration of the similarity of the curves for the time range present
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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similarity in the dynamics is strongest forFs(k,t) for all
wavevectors and times,F(k,t) for wavevectors of 6.75/s
and above for all times, the longitudinal current correlati
functions at longer times~scaled reduced times greater th
about 0.3!, the transverse current autocorrelation function
the smallest wave vector studied, and the self-diffusion
efficient. The similarity is weakest or nonexistent forF(k,t)
for smaller wavevectors, the longitudinal current autocor
lation functions for short times~reduced scaled times les
than about 0.3!, and the transverse current autocorrelat
function for all but the smallest wavevector.

For each pair of systems being compared, the differen
between the pair correlation functions of the two systems
small but they are not zero. Many of the differences that
observed for the dynamics of corresponding states can
understood at least qualitatively on the basis of the sm
differences that exist in the pair correlation functions and
the basis of the renormalized kinetic theory.

For example, a major difference between the structu
of the states in a pair is that the static structure factorS(k) at
small wavevector is larger for the system with attract
forces. The value at zero wavevector is related to the c
pressibility. The difference in the compressibility makes t
speed of sound of the two systems very different. The in
mediate scattering function contains oscillations associa
with longitudinal sound waves, and the oscillations are d
ferent for the two different systems because of the differ
scaled sound speeds. This accounts qualitatively for muc
Downloaded 30 Mar 2012 to 128.122.253.228. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the discrepancy between theF(k,t) results for the two sys-
tems at smallk.

More extensive data, comparisons, and interpretati
will be presented in a later publication.
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